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S1: SALES VIDEO. These days, virtually every sales page will have a sales video 

headlining it. Sales videos are awesome: they have better appeal and attention 

grabbing, serve several types and purposes, are cost effective and easier to 

create, can be the highlight of your promotion, give a wholesome effect to 

your viewers and effectively summarize a large piece of information. 
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S2: Home Page Video: believe it or not, your homepage can really use the 

treatment of an excellent video. Dropbox put a video on their home page and 

conversions went up by 100% which is a huge number to consider. This is due 

to a very simple reason: visitors to your sales page or homepage simply prefer 

watching over reading. 

S3: Video Title: Among the first thing your viewers see on your videos is the 

title. This varies between the demography of your viewers. However, good rule 
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of thumb is to keep the video title short and neat. And above all, use words 

that are easy to understand and attention grabbing. You may be tempted to 

get fancy with your titles but more often than not, clarity wins. Examples are: 

 The secret of creating your own sales funnel 

 2 quick and easy way to start selling online 

 Edmund Loh’s business model made easy 

 

 

 

S4: Thumbnail Image: Whatever else that may be said, people DO judge a 

book by its cover. Before viewing your video, the thumbnail is the main thing 

that attracts your viewers’ eyes at this point. A good video thumbnail: 

 Carries the subject of the video content well 

 Compels the viewer to click-through to the video 

 Differentiates a brand from others 
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 Is optimized for any device 

There are no hard and fast rules to decide which video thumbnail is the perfect 

one for everything. But a well-made thumbnail will always get a nod from your 

viewers. 

Source: 6 Killer Tips to Make Your Custom Thumbnails Pop 

http://tubularinsights.com/custom-thumbnails-best-practice/#ixzz4ZHwS31vF  

S5: Video Headline: How many times have you saw the headline to a video and 

simply close it just because it sounds lousy and childish? If you do that, you 

should know that the headline plays an important role in deciding if the video 

will be watched or not. Here are some good examples: 

 “Businesses grow faster online!” 

 “Online advertising that works!” 

 “Get found faster!” 

 “Create a webpage for your business” 
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Headlines have the potential to increase conversions of your viewers by up to 

90%.So it will be very beneficial for you if you give this attention. 

S6: Agitating the Problem. You have stated your problems and have captured 

your viewers into looking for more, so what do you do next? The next best 

thing to do here is to position yourself in their shoes and explain to them that 

you understand fully hot the problem feels to them. Doing this has been 

known to increase viewership and conversions because it helps your viewers 

relate to your video and will watch on, expecting a solution. At this stage, they 

may not be making a beeline to the buy button but sooner or later they will. 
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S7: The Solution: The process of selling the dream is part and parcel of your 

video promotion. This is because you have agitated your viewers’ problems. If 

you do it right, at this point, they are simply begging to see a solution to their 

troubles. The next step for you to do is to introduce your product. This way, 

you can increase conversions because you are telling your viewers that they 

don’t need to look far, when the solution is right in front of their eyes. 

S8: Handling Objections. This important and element is called tending to your 
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viewers’ objections. Tending to objections works well to convert viewers 

because this implies that you already know that your viewers will have doubts 

and you are here to clear them. Keep in mind that these questions will always 

been your viewers’ minds: 

 Will this product work for me?  

 Will it need a lot of money and energy? 

 Will I need to learn something new? 

 Will it do what it guarantees to do? 

 Is it worth the price? 

 Who has it helped up until now?  

Other tools you can use to further handle objections are testimonials and 

money back guarantee. Testimonials help your handling because it gives proof 

that other users with similar situations have benefited from your product. 

Money back guarantee also works in establishing good product quality and 

gives your customers peace of mind that they can return the product if they 

are not satisfied.  
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S9: Scarcity: If you’re launching a new product or course and the number of 

seats or available copies is limited, let your viewers know. If the price will go up 

or the bonuses are for a limited time, tell them. Scarcity works well in terms of 

conversions because your viewers see things in limited numbers as more 

valuable, and will decide sooner. However, I advise that you be honest in this 

part. Don’t go saying the Firesale will be only for 3 days and still have it on day 

4. Hurting your reputation is the last thing you want here. 
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S10: Call to Action: One of the last (and most important) steps to include in 

any video is the call to action (CTA). This is where you close the deal, and 

prompt your viewer to actually do something. It’s the virtual equivalent to a 

closing handshake. That said, if you end the video with a suitable and powerful 

call-to-action, your conversion rates will get a huge boost. 

 So how do you do this? Vidyard has done some research and has put 

together these high-converting tactics: 

 Ask a question –invite viewers to join in with your brand’s social 

channels 

 Enter to win – As simple giveaway on your website or social channel is 

an easy way to generate response and interaction with your brand. 

 Votes – Ask viewers to vote on something they care about with a simple 

poll 

 Free trial – Include a free trial of your product to allow your subscribers 

to take it for a test drive. 
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 Sign up for a webinar –CTA to include at the end of your video if you 

frequently give webinars to highlight key features of your product or 

service 

 Fill out a short form – The most direct and simple way of a CTA. Restrict 

the number of form fields to only those that matter so people won’t 

neglect the form for fear of a lengthy process. 

CTAs are not limited to the ones on your video. You can also direct the readers 

of your sales copy to your video, to positive results. Visual Website Optimizer 

found that if they changed their direct “Get Instant Access” call-to-action 

button to “Watch the Video” button, conversions rose to 15.3% compared to 

the direct one, which has 11.9%. 

S12: Landing Page Videos: Landing pages should not be boring pages which 

simply ask your subscribers to sign in or get a free download. There’s no harm 

in including videos there, and it will do you landing pages much good. A video 

on your landing pages is an excellent addition because it provides a passive 
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engagement medium where visitors can experience your message with very 

little effort. Conversion rates can also go up to 80% by adding a video there. 

S12: Video Position: Your videos may be of great quality and has great 

storytelling and content. But all that effort into making your videos watchable 

will be wasted if it is just slapped on your page without careful consideration of 

the positioning. Your videos should have a prominent place on your pages to 

capture as many viewers as possible. Simply: your videos should be the most 

noticeable element of your page. Therefore, the best place to put your videos 

is above the fold. Again, your readers prefer to watch rather than read. 
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S13: Auto-Play: Videos have a certain amount of control over your viewers. 

That said, a click–to–play video decreases the control you have over your 

message. If your visitor has to click on a video to play it, chances are the viewer 

will never see it. Setting the video on auto play without audio, like Facebook 

and YouTube does, is enough to attract your viewers to see the video and 

ultimately increase conversions. 

This is a rule of thumb, making it work on general occasions. However, if you 

notice that your viewers go away from your page due to the video auto-playing, 

turn it off. 
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S14: Video Controls: With sales videos, it's essential to control the message. It 

is not advisable for you to give control to your viewer to skip forward the video 

or move the video playback slider around as it disrupts the flow of the message 

and ruins the buildup to your CTA. 

Furthermore, if you disable the controls, it will not appear in the video, making 

it more clean-looking. Your viewer will also appreciate this omission by having 

more focus on the video itself. 
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S15: Short and Entertaining Videos: Your viewers lose their focus on a video 

after some time. However, it is clear that many advertisers are making their 

videos too long. I strongly advise that your videos should not be too long as it 

will make the video boring and only full of fluff. A shorter video has been 

known to increase viewership, make the video more entertaining to watch and 

increase conversion. Wistia found that only 60% of viewers stay until the end 

for a4-5 minute video while 75% stay until the end of a 1-2 minute video. 
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S16: Voiceovers: Voiceovers are one of the essential parts of a good video. 

However, you will never get the viewership and conversion you dream of by 

simply speaking into a microphone without any structure, or even a proper 

voiceover talent. For US viewers, voiceovers with British accent have a higher 

advantage to capture audience. This is possibly because the British accent 

sounds more formal and trusted to the US citizens, this is not the case with 

eastern audience as they see the American accent to be of higher class. 
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S17: Informational vs. Sales Videos: Some of your buyers react best to videos 

which explicitly tell them that to do, like clicking the buy button or acting now, 

without feeling like they're being "sold" to. For Internet Marketing videos, this 

direct tone works best to gain conversions because of the direct and concise 

nature of the market. Other markets, like Personal Development, have a 

strikingly different approach in the tone of the video - they need to be 

informed that they need this product as opposed to choosing for themselves. 
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S18: Fonts Matter: I will make this statement simple: fonts DO matter in your 

videos. If possible, always stick to san serif fonts because they increase 

readability of your message, and results in higher conversions. While it may 

seem insignificant, we've seen up to a 30% higher conversion rate by just 

changing the font to sans serif.  

For those of you not familiar with this term, serif are little "feet" at the base 

and ends of the letters. In certain cases, like videos, these little additions 

impede with clarity of the words and can interfere with your viewers’ comfort. 


